“The summit is what drives us, but the climb
itself is what matters.”
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A word from your editor:
Hello all,
Welcome to another edition of The Alpine Echo.
We have some new board members this year that we would like you all to
meet. And as usual, we have user-submitted trip reports and general club
announcements.
Thanks all.
Climb on!
-Lexter Tapawan

Hello BOEALPS Community!
This will be my first year as the club President and the year is already off and running. We’ve sorted out class
contracts, worked our way through running a successful WFA and Ski Seminar, and our classes are starting up.
Exciting! It’s been great seeing the community step up when the club and classes need help; this is one of the
reasons I chose to run for President. Even through all of the team sports that I have been a part of, this climbing
community has been welcoming, sharing, and fun. We’ve had a few rough years there, but now it’s time to get the
train back on track. I’m looking forward to it with our new board. Always feel free to reach out with any questions or
comments. We are here to serve you, the club.
My first year with BOEALPS was taking BCC in 2015. I took the class with the desire to push my split-boarding to new
heights. While it did do that, it really pushed me more into climbing and ignited my passion for teaching. In 2016 I
came back to instruct BCC, then 2017 and 2018 I was a team lead. In 2019 I decided to sign up for ACC (while
continuing to instruct BMC) and helped out with BRC. This year I will be back again in the instructor game. I truly
appreciate the experience I gained through BOEALPS as it has allowed me to climb many peaks in this state and in
the world. It’s hard to choose just one climb, but if I had to choose one of my favorites it would have to be the
Paisano-Burgundy Link-up back in 2020. Alex Chiu and I set out early on a Saturday in August for a one day grab of
this North Cascades Climb. Every time I hike the steep trail up towards Burgundy Col I always state I will never do it
again (mostly on the way down). However, there I was for the 2nd time that year gaining 3000’ in 1.5 miles. Alex and I
made it to the base of the climb in an hour and a half. As we approached the start of the climb, we saw 2 people
roping up. We anticipated other parties, as it was a summer weekend in the North Cascades. However much to our
surprise the pair roping up were 2 of our old BMC Students! We ended up having the whole route to ourselves never
seeing anyone else, which was also surprising. During the climb a small cold front moved in on us making me wish I
didn’t leave the puffy in the car to conserve space. It was August and we were climbing in the 40s! Oh how the
mountains show their dominance! The route was 12 pitches of solid climbing. Alex and I swapped leads working
through the beautiful cracks on Paisano finishing it off with a fun off-width on Burgundy. The clouds had cleared for a
beautiful view. Summits in the north cascades are some of my favorites, as it’s littered with little points from the
hundreds of peaks that surround you, with steep ridges and massive valleys. We are indeed spoiled. Much to our
surprise another team was summiting the neighboring Chianti Spire! Approving chants were shared then we started
our 9 rappel descent (we did single rope rappels to reduce hang-ups and move more efficiently). Fun fact that I had
read: “Burgundy Spire is often considered one of the 10 most difficult peaks to climb in Washington by its easiest
route,” with its easiest route being 5.8. The hike down the steep trail was annoying and dark, but the high from the
climb kept us positive. It was the pinnacle (ha ha) of my short climbing career and certainly a highlight that brings me
back for more.
-Dan Berdel

Hey fellow climbers!
My name is Katie and I'm so excited to be the BOEALPS VP for
2022! I started my journey with BOEALPS at the beginning of
2019 shortly after moving here from Alaska during August of
2018 to work for Boeing. At the time I considered myself a daily
experienced hiker and backpacker and had been rock climbing
at indoor gyms regularly for about a year and a half. So when I
heard about the Basic Mountaineering Course it seemed like a
great next step in developing my outdoor experience and
continuing to challenge myself. I assumed that with my outdoor
and climbing experience a lot of the BMC class would be review
for me. I was very wrong! If anything it just made me realize how
much I didn't know. I don't think I even really knew what
mountaineering was! I learned so much from BMC and it's safe to say that after taking the class I was hooked. The
thing I really love about BOEALPS more than anything is the community and desire to not just climb but to also take
the time to teach and share that desire with others. This prompted me to come back to teach BMC as a junior
instructor in 2020…but we all know how that went! Since then I have spent more time developing my
mountaineering skills and even teaching those skills on my own. So maybe the shutdowns of 2020 were a blessing in
disguise?
My favorite climb since taking BMC has been Mount Hood. It is a
challenging climb in many ways but also very rewarding. I climbed
it at the end of March in 2021 with 3 other friends. At the time, I
wasn't really sure if I was in good enough shape to enjoy doing
that much vertical gain in a day but was encouraged by the stoke
of my friends and decided to give it a shot. Avy danger was
moderate the day we went so we decided to start at around 12
AM to give us the best chance of summiting in favorable snow
conditions. We ended up being the 1st party on the mountain
and broke trail the entire way up including through a section of
knee high snow drifts up the steep section to the hogsback. I
was very grateful for the weekends of BMC trudging through
similar snow conditions at that moment. The skies were clear that night and the moon was out so we could see the
top the entire climb up. We made it through the pearly gates and to the summit around 7 AM just as the sun was
coming over the peak, the first party on the top that day! Several people thanked our efforts for breaking trail whilst
we were milling around on the summit. We had intended to take the old chute down but chickened out going over
the catwalk due to wind and exposure (it was me, I was the one who chickened out). Instead, we down climbed the
pearly gates during a lull in people coming up. On the way back down it was very hot and the snow had gotten quite
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soft. I was very happy to not be going up the mountain in those conditions! Overall I think it was my favorite trip
because it was very scenic, not too physically challenging, but still challenging enough to keep things interesting! I
can honestly say that the whole trip felt like type 1 fun to me.
This year I intend to finally go back to instruct as a junior instructor for BMC. I'm excited to get more involved in the
club through the role of VP and hopefully make some positive impacts for bringing together our community and
allowing members to better connect with one another. I think having tools that allow us to connect and grow as a
community in an environment that is moving more and more virtual these days will be necessary to ensure our
success as a club in the future. On that note if anyone has any questions, suggestions, complaints about club
communications please reach out to me! I would love to hear your opinions.
-Katie Aikens

Welcome to 2022, BOEALPS friends and family! I am
returning for a second year in the club’s secretary
role, where I lead our membership, equipment, and
marketing chairs in their functions (Currently
searching for a librarian chair if you’re interested). I
also have the pleasure of documenting board
meeting minutes and maintaining club archives. This
year I am looking forward to the return of the club’s
major courses and membership engagement – both
from new and long-term contributors – after a
quieter 2021. I’m keen on continuing to outfit our
gear inventory and ensure we have good
connections with
our local partners.
I joined the club after moving to Seattle in 2017 and took on WFA, BMC, and BRC in
rapid succession before instructing BMC. In 2021 I had several great climbing
experiences, but two that stick out. In May, I was able to tackle a grade V rock climb
up Mount Wilson of the Red Rock National Conservation Area with a fellow club
member and mentor, Howard Yen. As my first visit to Red Rocks, it certainly set the
standard and made me hungry for another trip there. I also had a foray into the
Enchantments Core for four days and three nights, entering from the Stuart Lake TH
and thru-hiking, with time for climbing Aasgard Sentinel and strolling up
Enchantment Peak. The early fall season trip was complete with high winds, some
wet snow, and plenty of solitude. It quite possibly was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience given the sheer desperation in accessing core zone permits in these
modern times! When I am not out and about, I am working for the Boeing Research
& Technology group in Boeing’s Everett factory and enjoying the wet, dark winters
with my partners in crime, Mary Kate and Toby.
I’m looking forward to another year serving our community, exploring our beautiful
local high points, and participating in the fantastic experience that is BOEALPS.
Come to me for any comments, opinions, and questions!
-Alex Strait

Hi there! I’m Chris Rinauto, your Treasurer for 2022.
I’ve lived in the Seattle area and worked as an engineer at Boeing since 2011
when I moved here from Upstate NY. I got into hiking in the Cascades right away,
and over time that desire to spend more time in the mountains slowly
snowballed to me taking BCC (now BMC) in 2018. While I regretted waiting so
long to seriously get into mountaineering, I ended up with the greatest team of
instructors and fellow students in the history of the club: Team SOS. It was such
an amazing experience I was compelled to come back and instruct BMC the next
year in 2019. I was also fortunate to take BRC that year, and after two long years
of waiting I’m excited to finally take ACC this Spring.
I always struggle to name a favorite climb so instead I’ll share a few memorable
highlights in no particular order:
1. Having the worst experience trying to climb El Dorado in July 2020: losing the
trail after crossing the river in the dark, realizing how out of shape I was after not
having BMC conditioning me all spring, trailhead break-ins, fender bender on the drive home… then the very
next weekend returning to summit in perfect weather and forgetting all the problems of the week before.

2. Joining friends for a week in Patagonia to tackle some moderate objectives, returning home with
unforgettable memories of the most incredible views and a lifetime worth of inspiration.

3. Topping out on the South Early Winters Spire after climbing the Southwest Rib for my BRC grad climb in 2019.
Not only was it a fun route in great conditions but it also represented so much growth after just a couple
months.

As the club has provided me with so many opportunities to learn and
grow in climbing, I want to give back as Treasurer to help ensure that
the club remains financially healthy and able to continue to provide
those opportunities to current members and new climbers alike.
If you’re interested in discussing club financials, or if you want to talk
about the role of Treasurer because you might want to serve in the
future, feel free to reach out. I’m also currently looking for a volunteer
to organize the end-of-year banquet, so if that sounds like something
you’d be good at, let me know!
See you out there,
-Chris Rinauto

By: Priti & Jeff Wright

J

eff and I had previously been to El
Chaltén four times to climb. In
2019, we watched Patagonian weather
forecasts every day from our home in
Seattle USA, waiting for a big weather
window, then we rushed to Patagonia
successfully climbing Fitz Roy in 10
days Seattle-to-Seattle. We were not
watching the weather this year, but
Rolando Garibotti posted that a huge
weather window was soon
approaching, and within 48 hours we
were on a plane flying to El
Chaltén. We call this the “Smash and
Grab”.
This trip in February 2022, we would
spend 11 days Seattle-to-Seattle,
summiting and traversing Aguja
Standhardt, Punta Herron, and Torre Egger (three of the four summits of the Torre Range). As we boarded the
plane, we didn’t even have firm plans, flipping through the pages of Garibotti’s “Patagonia Vertical” guidebook while
on the flight to Buenos Aires. Our primary objective was to summit Torre Egger, but since the weather was good for
so long, we decided to also try to summit Cerro Standhardt and traverse.
We chose the route Festerville (a 13 pitch rock climb, 6c, along the North Ridge, First
Ascent 2000) to reach the summit of Cerro Standhardt since the standard Exocet
route (an ice chimney) was not in condition. Unfortunately, we did not bring the
large cams required for this route, so we borrowed some cams from climbers in
town when we arrived. We certainly couldn’t have done the climb without the help
of our friends!
After arriving in El Chaltén and staying the night at the Aylen-Aike hostel, we hiked in
to Niponino and camped, leaving our tent and bringing only a tarp and sleeping bag
for the traverse. We encountered a party who bailed from Festerville due to icy
conditions while we waited another day as the ice melted from the cracks. With wet
conditions and route-finding difficulties, we were forced to bivouac near the summit
with another party of two who had started at the same time as us (Michał from
Poland and Agustín from Chile).
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After summiting Cerro Standhardt via 30 meters of 90°
ice and rime, we made seven rappels down the South
Face of Cerro Standhardt which took us 30 meters
below the Col de los Sueños, climbing the Tobogán
route up to reach the col. The traverse continues up to
Punta Herron via Spigolo dei Bimbi (5 pitches, 6b, First
Ascent 1991) and another two pitches of beautiful,
vertical ice and rime to the summit. A single rappel
from the summit of Punta Herron leads down to Col de
la Luz. Spigolo dei Bimbi is some of the most beautiful
rock climbing we have ever done in Patagonia!
From Col de la Luz, we continued up Thomas Huber
and Andi Schnarf’s route Espejo del Viento (3 pitches,
6a+, First Ascent 2005, often simply known as the
“Huber-Schnarf” route) which ends in a long, run-out, technical slab traverse under the summit mushroom. We
continued through the night, climbing two more pitches up the mushroom, on easier 70 degree snow and ice to the
summit of Torre Egger at 2:00AM, becoming the first to summit the peak this season.
Priti Wright became the third known female to summit Torre Egger (after Steph Davis and Brette Harrington).
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We continued through the night without a
bivouac, descending the 27 rappels and downclimbing along the route Titanic which follows
the East Pillar of Torre Egger. Upon reaching
our tent at Niponino in the Torre Valley, we
realized that we would not make it back to
town in time to catch our shuttle so we
collapsed into our tent. Unfortunately, we
neglected to notify anyone that we would not
be back to make our early-morning taxi.
When the taxi arrived at our hostel, the taxi
driver woke up Korra Pesce who was sleeping
in the room where we had previously
slept. Korra notified the hostel owner and
Rolando Garibotti who were all quite worried
and notified the rescue team, the Park Service,
and sent queries to France and Seattle as the weather was forecasted to be quite bad that day. Rolo was able to
reach us finally on our inReach so everyone knew that we were safe, but it was a major lesson for us. We will never
let that happen again! We were grateful to Korra and Rolo for getting everything set up for a rescue if needed,
unfortunately it was Korra who would be needing the rescue the following week. He will be greatly missed.

After a two-year gap it was so exciting to host the Backcountry Ski
Seminar again this year. It really felt like a fantastic start to the 2022
climbing season and got people out for a sunny day on the snow.
The goal of this seminar is to provide that first exposure to
backcountry skiing and crack the door to all the amazing terrain and
objectives that are made possible when you have skis for the up and
the down. Eventually for those students who choose to continue
building their backcountry skill set, it could lead to the extensive array
of multiday ski traverses, like the Haute Route, the Wapta, and the
Spearhead to name a few, with the main objective being to get into
big, beautiful mountain terrain that is often completely inaccessible to the non-skier during the winter months. The
seminar offers a brief technical introduction to that world, with a few of the key take aways being: Learning to put
your skins on (the uphill traction devices); how your bindings work (these are not your standard downhill bindings);
terrain selection; identifying avalanche risk; when to engage your thunder levels (aka use risers); and the personal
favorite of instructor Kala ZK…Kick Turns (those sharp cornered zigzags you see up a snowy slope)! The seminar also
expands each students’ network of other likeminded people, which is truly one of the best facets of Boealps and a
big reason why we all love this club and community so much.
The seminar kicked off with an in-class evening
session and then got into the fun part of a full day
outing to snow lake divide at Snoqualmie pass. This
year the weather had been going through a pretty
intense freeze/thaw cycle and while the sun was
shining and the views were amazing, this made for
very challenging ski conditions. There was a wide
range of skill sets in the group, but in typical Boealps
style, everyone was up for an adventure. While
learning how to travel uphill and stay balanced on
steep skin tracks, the group was able to successfully navigate a spicy creek crossing and made it up some steep, icy
kick turns.
Traveling through the old growth forest with sun shining through the trees provided the students many
opportunities to identify some of the varied micro terrain on the way to source lake and how this needs to be
avoided (imagine doing this in a white out), as well as scouting old avalanche slide paths to better understand the
extremely complex terrain above the up track.
Avalanche safety was a major topic of discussion and while the group was enjoying a quick break, instructor Russell
Keck surprised everyone with a pop quiz avalanche drill emphasizing the need to always be ready for anything. This
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got everyone thinking about selecting where you stop for
breaks and how fast they could transition into search mode.

The group finally made it up the steep push toward snow lake
divide and transitioned right at the sun/shadow line. This meant
that Instructor Eddie Ressegue was able to rip skins and cruise
down some almost corn snow with half the group, while the
rest of the group had to suffer through some good old cascade
chunder skiing a short five minutes later. A few of the students
commented that they never knew conditions could change so fast, so while this was by no means fun…it did provide
a great learning opportunity.
The return from Source Lake was also a new experience for many of the students,
who got to experience the challenges of an icy luge track for the first time and
learn about yet another key backcountry ski staple…survival skiing. However,
everyone made it out safely and ended the day with smiles and a number of plans
for next steps in their backcountry ski journey.
One of the great things about this seminar is that it really highlights what you don’t
know and gives a good push into areas of focus for continued education (AIARE,
navigation, ski skills, etc.), and gear selection and set up (types of bindings/skins,
DIN settings, transition techniques, etc.). These are all important factors in
backcountry skiing and getting your base knowledge solid and your gear dialed is a
lifelong process. This seminar was filled with positive attitudes, smiles, interesting
terrain, good conversation, learning new skills, a few fun turns, a few not so fun
turns, awesome views and over all a great day in the mountains. AKA everything
you could ask for and expect during a day backcountry skiing!
Notes:

The class this year was led by Cheryln Chan (BoeAlps Socal Media Coordinator) and Kala Zimmermann-Keck (ACC CoHead Instructor), and assisted on the outing by Russell Keck (ACC Co-Head Instructor) and Eddie Ressegue (ACC/
BMC instructor).

To encourage more club participation in submitting trip reports,
the club will be hosting a Trip Report Contest this year! The lucky
winner will receive a $100 gift card. More information on the
contest guidelines and criteria will be coming soon but in the
meantime keep climbing and keep submitting those reports!

The next board meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday April 12 @ 6:30 PM. See Google
Calendar for more info.

*For more information, please refer to the club calendar : http://boealps.org/calendar/

If you are (or were) a Boeing employee or someone in your immediate family is, consider supporting

BOEALPS by becoming a member or renewing your membership this year!
Signing up for membership helps us raise the funds we need to keep supporting the great activities and
events you enjoy throughout the year. The membership also gives you access to negotiated discounts at
several Seattle-area stores, and other benefits - including borrowing gear (see details at http://boealps.org/
members/gear-locker)
The 2022 BOEALPS membership form - as well as a list of membership benefits - are available on the
website at http://boealps.org/members.
If you have any questions about membership, contact us at membership@boealps.org
Safe and happy climbing!

You also get a really cool (virtual) membership card!

Online forms can be found at: http://boealps.org/members/
MEMBERSHIP RATES:
• Individual Member / Associate: $30
• Individual Retiree: $25

• Family Membership: $35
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Subscribe to the Club Mailing List at http://boealps.org/publications/mailing-list/
• The Basic Mountaineering Class (BMC) offered each spring is a fantastic, fun way to learn safe climbing or a
great opportunity for graduates to volunteer as an instructor.
• The Basic Rock Class (BRC) offered each summer helps you hone your rock skills.
• The Alpine Climbing Class (ACC) is also offered each spring. Protection, leading, ice climbing, aid climbing
taught with a great instructor/student ratio and an emphasis on safety.
• The Wilderness First Aid (WFA) certification courses are available to teach you how to respond to an
emergency in the backcountry.
• General meetings and social activities throughout the year such as campouts, picnics, photo contests, and
organized climbs.
• A winter and summer climbing series to keep the blood flowing.
• Seminars on rock climbing, leading, ice climbing, avalanche awareness, backcountry skiing, etc. are offered
as a great way to continue learning throughout the year.
• A quarterly newsletter “The Alpine Echo,” featuring the club calendar, events, activities, trip reports, outdoor
topics, and more.
• Great exercise with wonderful people in the beautiful Cascades and beyond!
DISCOUNTS:
• Feathered Friends: 10% discount
• Outdoor Research: Selected discounts.
• Pro Mountain Sports: Selected discounts.
• Mountain Hardwear: 15% discount.
• Mazama Lodge: Affiliate pricing.
**NOTE: A valid BOEALPS membership card is required at the time of purchase!!
MORE INFORMATION:
More information on the membership types as well as club documents including PRO-99, BOEALPS
Constitution and Bylaws, and BOEALPS Operating Procedures can be found online at http://boealps.org/
members
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